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INTRODUCTION 
The main goal of this paper is to construct “minimal K-types” (see below) 
for finite-dimensional and principal series modules for semisimple Lie groups of 
real rank one. 
Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group with finite center, and let K 
be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Write f C g for the corresponding 
complexified Lie algebras. Assume that rank f = rank g, i.e., that the Lie 
algebra of K contains a Cartan subalgebra t, which is also a Cartan subalgebra 
of the Lie algebra of G. Choose a g-Weyl chamber 9?s in the real dual space 
tR*, where tR = (-1)1&o , and let O+(Y?,) C ta* be the corresponding set 
of positive roots for g. Then Vs is contained in a unique f-Weyl chamber 
%?t C tn*. Write 9 for the universal enveloping algebra of g. Let FK be a finite- 
dimensional irreducible K-module with %?f-highest weight 7 E ta* and let V be 
a compatible (9, K)-module (see [l l(b)] or Section 1 below for the definition; 
familiar examples of compatible (9, K)- modules are the finite-dimensional 
irreducible G-modules, the (nonunitary) principal series modules and the discrete 
series modules). Then FK is called a ~g-minimaZ K-type of V if FK occurs in V 
with multiplicity one and if the Vt-highest weight of any finite-dimensional 
irreducible K-module occurring in V is of the form T plus a sum of g-roots in 
d+(%?,). It is clear that if V has a %s-minimal K-type, then this minimal K-type 
is unique up to equivalence. 
The above concept of minimal K-type has recently become important largely 
because of W. Schmid’s work on the discrete series (see [15(a), (b), (c)], [7]). 
In particular, every discrete series module has a %*-minimal K-type for an 
appropriate %a , and is characterized among the g-irreducible compatible 
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(9, K)-modules by its es-minimal K-type [15(a), (c)], [19], [4]. In Enright- 
Varadarajan [3] (see also Wallach [16]), an algebraic construction is given for a 
family of Y-irreducible compatible (9, K)-modules which have es-minimal 
K-types and which include the discrete series modules (see [3], [15(c)], [16]). 
While the @f-highest weights of the %‘s-minimal K-types of the relevant discrete 
series modules lie in or “near” %?s , the %‘f-highest weights of the Ys-minimal 
K-types of the more general Enright-Varadarajan modules range over all 
integral elements of gf. In general, the VQ-minimal K-type of a g-irreducible 
compatible (9, K)-module V is not enough to determine T/ up to equivalence. 
Thus a successful theory of classification of modules requires more data than 
just the %s-minimal K-type of F’(if it exists). 
A natural sufficient additional piece of data is the complex-valued homomor- 
phism of YK (the centralizer of K in 9 under the natural adjoint action) by which 
gK acts on the minimal K-type of v. Indeed, a well-known principle of Harish- 
Chandra (see for example [ 121 or [ 1, Section 9.11) asserts that this homomorphism 
and the minimal K-type together determine v. In [3], Enright and Varadarajan 
compute the YK-homomorphism for the es-minimal K-types of their modules, 
and in particular, the discrete series modules (cf. also [16]). 
Assume now that G has real rank one (and that rank f = rank g as above). 
In unpublished notes written in 1969 and related to my thesis [M.I.T., 19701, 
I defined the above notion of %?s-minimal K-type and proved by explicit case- 
by-case construction that every finite-dimensional irreducible G-module has a 
%‘s-minimal K-type for some choice of %?s (every choice of V, if G is classical). 
Th e proof used classical branching laws, and also the multiplicity formulas for 
@(n, 1) and F4 announced in [1 1 (a)]. Implicit in these results for fmite-dimen- 
sional modules was the construction of Vs-minimal K-types for the principal 
series modules, for certain choices of %‘s . (Some restriction on V, is needed, 
because fat example in the case of SL(2, R), the principal series modules clearly 
do not admit minimal K-types for an arbitrary choice of V, .) 
Since the Vr-highest weight of a @a-minimal K-type of a finite-dimensional 
irreducible G-module cannot lie in or “near” %‘s in view of the above remarks 
on the discrete series, it is natural to ask where in ??‘f it does lie; similarly for the 
principal series. Apart from obvious counterexamples (X(2, R) and a certain 
pair of choices of qs for SU(n, I)), it turns out that the principal series and 
finite-dimensional irreducible modules always have Vs-minimal K-types, with 
vt-highest weights on the walls of gf remote from %?s in the sense that these 
walis do not contain any wall of V, (see Theorem 4.5 and Section 6 below). 
Thus in a certain precise sense, the principal series and finite-dimensional 
irreducible modules are at the opposite extreme from the discrete series, their 
minimal K-types being as singular as possible. But note that they cannot 
all be Enright-Varadarajan modules in the sense of [16], because there is only 
one such module with a given Vs-minimal K-type, whereas there are infinitely 
many principal series (or finite-dimensional) modules with a given %‘s-minimal 
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K-type. The location of the finite-dimensional and principal series modules in 
the Enright-Varadarajan pattern and in Enright’s more general pattern [2] 
has not yet been worked out. We compute the gK-homomorphisms for our 
minimal K-types (Sections 5, 6), but it is not obvious how to compare these with 
the Enright-Varadarajan homomorphisms or with the homomorphisms arising 
in Enright’s more general context [2]. Enright has pointed out that a comparison 
of our homomorphisms with his would be a worthwhile undertaking either from 
the point of view of representation theory of G or from the point of view of 
structure theory of 9YK. (Our homomorphisms are based on a maximally non- 
compact Cartan subalgebra of g,, and use the anti-homomorphism P: 2F + 
JJZ @ .XM (see Section 5 for the notation) introduced in [II(b)], while the 
Enright-Varadarajan homomorphisms are based on the. compact Cartan sub- 
algebra to of go .) 
The main result, Theorem 5, of [ll (a)], states the existence of certain 
multiplicity-one containments of certain modules. The present paper includes 
a proof of that theorem, and in fact may be regarded as the complete elaboration 
of that theorem and the subsequent cryptic comments in [l l(a)] about geometric 
interpretation in terms of walls of Weyl chambers. The core of this paper is the 
construction of “admissible subsets” (Section 3) of ta*. These are unions of 
certain walls of certain f-Weyl chambers, and exhibit the geometry underlying 
minimal K-types for finite-dimensional and principal series modules. These 
subsets are unavoidably somewhat complicated to describe; they are an inherently 
strange and interesting natural phenomenon, Our 9F-homomorphisms (Sections 
5,6) are based on these subsets as well as on the map P mentioned above. 
The main results of this paper are the construction of the admissible subsets 
of ta* (Theorem 3.3), the explicit construction of ??s-minimal K-types (whenever 
they exist) for the principal series modules (Theorem 4.4), the existence and 
explicit construction of 9?s-minimal K-types for all finite-dimensional irreducible 
G-modules (Theorems 6.14 and 6.16), and the computation of the SK-homo- 
morphisms (Theorems 5.6 and 6.15). 
About ninety percent of the work entering into the pre-1970 treatment of 
these matters lay in the long, complicated proof that the minimal K-type of a 
finite-dimensional irreducible G-module is actually contained in the G-module 
with multiplicity one. The proof was subsumed in the proof of the “branching 
laws” for Sp(n, 1) andF, [l l(a)]. The minimal K-types for the finite-dimensional 
G-modules were the “hardest” K-modules to obtain the multiplicities of, 
because the Kostant multiplicity formula that I was using (see [l l(a)]) becomes 
more complicated the “smaller” the highest weight for K is. 
I shall return to this problem after a digression whose purpose will become 
clear presently. In [5], Macdonald’s eta-function identities and Kac’s generaliza- 
tion of them are explained by an Euler-PoincarC principle applied to a generalized- 
Verma-module resolution of a quasisimple (or “standard”) module for a 
(possibly infinite-dimensional) GCM Lie algebra. (A GCM Lie algebra is a 
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(Kac-Moody) Lie algebra defined by a (generalized) Cartan matrix.) The 
resolution also explains the Borel-Weil-Bott-Kostant theorem [IO(a)] in a new 
way (see [5]). By means of an application of some relative homological algebra 
to this resolution in [II(f)], results of Bott on loop space cohomology are alge- 
braically unified with the cohomology theory of generalized flag manifolds 
(cf. [10(b)]). Now GCM L ie algebras and standard modules specialize to finite- 
dimensional semisimple Lie algebras and finite-dimensional irreducible modules 
when the underlying Cartan matrix is classical (cf. [5]). I noticed that in the 
above real-rank-one context, the main homological idea in [ 11 (f)] led to a simple, 
general proof of the multiplicity-one containment of the minimal K-type in a 
finite-dimensional irreducible G-module, which had seemed so hard before (see 
the last paragraph). This trick, which carried out in Section 6 below, is essentially 
to exploit the exactness of the generalized Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution 
[l l(e)] at the “zeroth” stage (cf. [I 1 (f)] and the last paragraph of the Introduction 
of [1 l(e)]). The same idea has already been used in [l l(d)], for Lie algebras of 
arbitrary real rank, to give an algebraic proof of the Cartan-Helgason theorem 
on spherical finite-dimensional irreducible representations of semisimple Lie 
groups and by means of it, an algebraic proof of the surjectivity of the Harish- 
Chandra isomorphism from gK onto the Weyl group invariants in -“4; finding 
an algebraic proof of this surjectivity had been a problem left open in [I I(c)]. The 
same trick is also used in Theorems 6.10 and 7.6 below to give a simple algebraic 
proof (for real semisimple Lie algebras with either real rank one or one conjugacy 
class of Cartan subalgebras) of a theorem on “complete multiplicity” originally 
obtained in [13, Theorem 6.21. 
So the difficult multiplicity formulas of [l l(a)] are replaced here by a simple, 
natural method which is related to many other ideas. It was the discovery of 
this method which gave me the impetus to write this paper and in particular, 
to publish a proof of the main result announced in [II(a)]. I was helped very 
much in the writing by Thomas Enright’s valuable advice and encouragement. 
In this paper, essentially the only step that has to be checked case-by-case 
is some straightforward geometry concerning Weyl chambers, etc. (Section 3). 
It may not even by very important to replace this limited amount of case-checking 
by an abstract argument, because the concrete special cases (see Section 3) may be 
as useful as the general statements. 
In Section 7, I carry out the analogue of the above minimal K-type theory 
and determination of the YK-homomorphisms, for real semisimple Lie algebras 
with only one conjugacy class of Cartan subalgebras. The situation in this case, 
which includes complex semisimple Lie algebras and the one family (so (2n - 1, 
1)) of rank-one semisimple Lie algebras not covered above, is much easier than 
the above, because the delicate “admissible subsets” are unnecessary. We note 
that Zelobenko’s classification of the g-irreducible compatible (59, K)-modules 
for complex semisimple Lie algebras shows that all such modules have a minimal 
K-type (in a suitable sense); see [18]. Using his general theory [2], Enright has 
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recently recovered these results of zelobenko, and has generalized them to all 
real semisimple Lie algebras with only one conjugacy class of Cartan subalgebras. 
The original pre-1970 motivation for the work contained in this paper came 
from the suggestion of Bertram Kostant, my thesis advisor, to extend the 
theory of minimal K-types for finite-dimensional representations of comp&x 
semisimple Lie groups carried out in Parthasarathy-Ranga Rao-Varadarajan [14]. 
I am indebted to him for his advice and encouragement. The minimal K-type 
results in [14] are included in Section 7 below. 
It is natural to combine the principal-series results of this paper with the 
subquotient theorem ([6], [l l(b)]; cf. also [l, Chapitre 91) to try to find minimal 
K-types, at least in some weak sense, for general irreducible representations. 
It is also natural to try to extend the results of this paper to more general semi- 
simple Lie groups. The present results should be compared with D. Vogan’s 
work on “lowest K-types” [20].1 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper Z, Z, , R and C shall denote the sets of integers, 
nonnegative integers, real numbers and complex numbers, respectively. Modules 
for Lie algebras (or equivalently, their universal enveloping algebras) or for 
Lie groups shall be assumed complex. The symbol V* shall denote the dual of 
the (real or complex) vector space V, and also the contragredient module of V if 
V is a module. 
The notation and assumptions introduced below in this section shall remain 
in force through Section 6, and we shall often use them without explicit reference. 
Let go be the real semisimple Lie algebra of real rank 1 and with two conjugacy 
classes of Cartan subalgebras. Fix an Iwasawa decomposition g,, == f,, @ a, @ n, , 
let 0 be the corresponding Cartan involution of go, let m, be the centralizer of a, 
in f0 , choose a Cartan subalgebra I, of m, , and write 9, = I, @ a, . Denote by g, 
f, 0, a, n, m, I and 8 the complexifications of go , I,, 8, a, , n, , m, , I, and I&, , 
respectively, so that b is a Cartan subalgebra of g and I is a Cartan subalgebra of 
m. Let d C b* be the set of roots of g with respect to 6, and let A, C I* be the 
set of roots of m with respect to I. The decomposition Q = I @ a gives rise to a 
decomposition $* = I* @ a*, and we shall use this to identify I* and a* with 
subspaces of b*. Then A, = d n I*. Let 6, be the real subspace of $ on which 
the roots take real values, and let IR = (- l)WO , so that bR == lR @ a, . The 
roots which assume real values on l& are called the real roots; these are precisely 
the roots in a*. For v E A, denote by g” the root space for q~, and by h, E & 
the unique element of [g@, g-m] such that I = 2. 
Fix a positive system A,,,, C A, . Then there is a unique positive system 
1 Some of this research was done at the Institute for Advanced Study, whose support 
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d, Cd such that d, contains A,,+ and TV is contained in the sum of the root 
spaces g” as q~ ranges through d, . 
The assumption that go has real rank 1 means that dim a = 1, and the addi- 
tional assumption that g,, has two conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras means 
tl& there is exactly one positive real root. We shall call it 01~ . There is a (nonzero) 
root vector eaO E gaO r\ g,, , and flee0 E g-“o n g,, . Let 
4, = 1, 0 R(eno + @e,J. 
Then I&, and t, are representatives of the two conjugacy classes of Cartan sub- 
algebras of g,, . Note also that t, is a Cartan subalgebra of f, and that its com- 
plexification t is a Cartan subalgebra off and of g. Moreover, 
t = I @ C(e,, + ee,J. 
Let fR = (-1)1/2to, so that tR is the real subspace of t on which the roots of g 
with respect to t are real. 
LEMMA 1.1. The centralizer of I in f is t, and IR contains a regular element off. 
Proof. Since the centralizer of I in g is fi 0 CemO @ CBe,O , the first assertion 
is clear. Thus I contains a regular element off, and hence so does IR . Q.E.D. 
The Killing form B of g induces in the natural way a nonsingular symmetric 
bilinear form (., 0) on I)* which is positive definite on [I,* C lj*. Similarly, B 
induces a form, also denoted (., .), on t* which is positive definite on the real 
subspace fR* of t*. The B-orthogonal decomposition t = I @ C(eaO + OeaO) 
gives us a decomposition t* = I* @ (C(emO + OeaO))*, and the forms (., .) on t* 
and II)* both clearly agree on I* with the natural nonsingular form induced by 
the restriction of B to I. 
The positive system d,,, defines the (closed) dominant m-Weyl chamber 
V,, C IR* as follows: 
%m = {p E I,* / p(hJ 3 0 for all v E A,,,}. 
(Note that h, E 1, for all g, E d, .) We clearly have 
g,, = (P f IR* I (EL, cp> 2 0 for all FE &,,+h 
Also define 
int Vm = {p E lR* 1 (cl, y) > 0 for all q E O,,,} 
(int denotes “interior”). 
By multiplying eaO by a suitable real number, we may, and do, assume that 
B(emo , -&$ = 2/(q,, u,,), so that [e,, , -&,J = hmO. Define the Cayley 
transform c to be the automorphism 
c = exp - (- 1)1’2(rr/4)(e,0 - @es) 
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of g. Then c carries b onto t and c is the identity on I. We have 
c(kJ = (-1Y2(eao + ho), 
CL0 + ~e,J = (-lY2h,, , 
4%. - Oeoro) = eao - Oeao . 
Let d* C t* be the set of roots of g with respect to t and df C t* the set of 
roots of f with respect to t. Then df C il*, and the transpose % of c carries d* 
onto A. 
Notation. Write a,,* for 5-&,, E A*. 
For all IJJ E A*, let h,* E t be the root normal of 9 in t such that cp(h,*) = 2. 
A positive system @ C AI defines a f-Weyl chamber %f C tR* by the condition 
and a positive system Y C A* defines a g-Weyl chamber 
%?g = {CL E f,* 1 @z,*) > 0 for all 4 E W}. 
Note that 
%f = {cl E tR* / (CL, 9)) >, 0 for all v E @} 
(even though the restriction of B to f is not the Killing form off) and 
Y?g = {CL E fB* 1 (p, 4) >, 0 for all 4 E Y>. 
Define 
int %f = {cc E fR* j (p, 9~) > 0 for all pl E @}. 
DEFINITION. The f-chamber $Yr C tR5 is said to be compatible with the 
nt-chamber %‘?,” if
(int U,) n (int en,) # %. 
Remarks. (1) Lemma 1.1 implies that compatible f-chambers exist. 
(2) It is well-known that the Weyl group of tn with respect to I injects 
canonically into the Weyl group off with respect to t; the proof uses Lemma 1 .I. 
Thus the concept of compatible f-chamber is essentially independent of the 
choice of d,,, C A,,, (i.e., of U,,). So are the concepts defined later using %,,, , 
such as that of admissible subset (Section 3). 
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra go, and assume that the 
semisimple Lie group G has finite center. Then the connected Lie subgroup K 
of G with Lie algebra f, is compact. Let A, N, M,, , L, Hand T be the connected 
Lie subgroups of G corresponding to a,, , n, , m, , f, , IJ,, and t, , respectively, and 
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let M be the centralizer of A in K. Then G = KAN, T is a maximal torus in K, 
L is a maximal torus in M,, , M,, is the identity component of M, and H = LA. 
If the smallest ideal of g,, containing a0 is not isomorphic to sI(2, R), then 
MO == M (i.e., M is connected). 
For a Lie group B, let B” denote the set of (equivalence classes of) finite- 
dimensional irreducible B-modules. If B is a torus, then B” may be identified 
with the set of linear functionals on the Lie algebra b of B which exponentiate to 
a (one-dimensional) character of B, and we call these linear functionals (or their 
complexifications) the B-integral elements of b*. 
We know that M,,” is indexed in the usual way (via highest weight) by the set 
of L-integral elements of the dominant m-chamber V, , and K^ by the set of 
T-integral elements of any fixed f-chamber %?f C tn*. If TV E I* is L-integral, we 
denote by Pi,, the finite-dimensional irreducible Ma-module (or its equivalence 
class) with extremal weight p, and if p E t” is T-integral, we denote by FKu the 
finite-dimensional irreducible K-module (or its equivalence class) with extremal 
weight p. 
If p E t* is T-integral, then p / 1 is clearly L-integral. Conversely, every 
L-integral element of I* arises as such a restriction. 
DEFINITIONS. An element p E lj,,, * is called A,-integral if p(IzJ EZ for all 
TEA”,. An element p it* is called A,-integral (resp., A*-integral) if $,h,*) EZ 
for all v E A* (resp., A*). An element p E h* is called d-integral if CL(&) EZ for all 
CpEA. 
Note that k carries the set of At-integral elements of t* onto the set of A- 
integral elements of lj*. 
Every L-integral element of I* is A,,,- integral and every T-integral element of 
t* is A*-integral. 
GA is naturally indexed by a certain subset of the set of At-integral elements 
of any fixed g-chamber 55’s C tn*, or by the k-transform of this subset in the 
corresponding g-chamber kV?:, C l&*. 
We shall recall the definition of the (nonunitary) principal series representations 
of go (cf. for example [l l(b)] or l-131). 
Let 9 be the universal enveloping algebra of g. A B-module V which is also 
a K-module is called a (9, K)-module if 
k . (x . v) = (k . x) . (k . v) 
for all k E K, x E 9 and ‘u E V. (Here K acts on 9 via the natural extension of 
the adjoint action of K on g.) If in addition, for all v E V, K . v spans a finite- 
dimensional space on which K acts differentiably and f C B acts according to 
the differential of the action of K, then V is said to be a compatible (9, K)- 
module. 
Let log: A - a,, be the inverse of the diffeomorphism exp: a, -+ A. 
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Let FM E MA and v E a*, and define an MAN-module structure on FM by: 
man * y = ev(lOga’m * y
(m E M, a E A, n E N, y E FM). Call this MAN-module FM’. Let X,,(F, , v) 
be the space of all Cm functions f: G + FM’ such that f(pg) = p * f(g) for all 
p E MAN and g E G. Then X,(F,, , V) is a G-module under the action given by 
(g * f)(h) = f (hg) for f E X,,(F, , V) and g, h E G. Also, XO(FM , v) is a g,-module, 
and hence a g-module and a g-module via the action 
(x *f> (9) = $f(g exp W !t=o 
for all f E X,,(F, , v), XEg,, andgEG. 
Let X(F, , v) be the subspace of K-finite vectors of X,(F,,,, , v), i.e., the space 
of vectors v E X,,(F, , v) such that K . v spans a finite-dimensional space. Then 
WA4 > v) is Y-invariant, and is a compatible (9, K)-module. These modules 
-W’M 9 v) (FM E M^, v E a*) comprise the principal series of G. 
For FM E MA and FK E K^, denote by M-mult(F, , FK) the multiplicity with 
which FM occurs in FK , regarded as an M-module. (For F,,, E MO”, define 
Mo-muVMo , K F ) analogously.) For Fx E K” and I’ a compatiblel9, Q-module 
(for example, V a principal series module or V E GA), define K-mult(F, , V) 
in the obvious way. We shall only consider modules V for which these multi- 
plicities are finite. 
For a proof of the following well-known fact, see for example [13, Proposition 
3.11: 
LEMMA 1.2 (Frobenius reciprocity). For all FM E M”, FK E K^ and v E a*, 
K-mult(F, , X(F, , v)) = M-mult(F,V , FK). 
The restricted roots of g with respect to a are the nonzero restrictions to a 
of the roots of g with respect to b; the positiwe restricted roots are the nonzero 
restrictions to a of the positive roots (i.e., the elements of d,). The subalgebra n 
of g is the sum of the positive restricted root spaces of g. We define a partial 
ordering on a* by asserting that X 3 p (X, TV E a*) if X - ,.L is a sum of positive 
restricted roots. 
For a g-module V, the notions restricted weight and restricted weight space are 
defined in the obvious ways using the action of a. It is well known that for 
FE G” (resp., F a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module), the highest and 
lowest (with respect to the partial ordering just defined) restricted weight 
spaces are M-irreducible (resp., m-irreducible). The highest restricted weight 
space of F is the annihilator of n in F, and the lowest restricted weight space is 
the annihilator of the sum of the negative restricted root spaces of g. Denote 
by y(F) E M^ the action of M on the lowest restricted weight space of FE G”, 
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and by v(F) E a* the lowest restricted weight of F. The following is well- 
known (cf. [13, Proposition 3.21): 
LEMMA 1.3. Let FE G^. Then the compatible (‘Z?, K)-module X(y(F), v(F)) 
contains F (regarded as a compatible (3, K)-module) with multiplicity one. 
The last two lemmas give: 
LEMMA 1.4. For all F E G^ and FK E K^, 
K-mult(F, , F) < M-mult(y(F), FK). 
This lemma leads to the following natural definition (cf. [13, p. 2341): 
DEFINITION. Let FK E K” and F E G^. We say that F contains FK with complete 
multiplicity if 
K-mult(F, , F) = M-mult(y(F), FK). 
In Section 6, we shall view the above discussion of multiplicity in terms of 
generalized Verma modules, and we shall obtain a useful criterion for contain- 
ment with complete multiplicity. 
Remark. Using the Weyl reflection with respect with respect to 01s in lj*, it 
is easy to see that the highest and lowest restricted weight spaces of F E G^ are 
both equivalent to r(F) as M-modules. 
2. MULTIPLICITY-ONE AND INTEGRALITY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let %f C tR* be a f-chamber compatible with the dominant III- 
chamber V, C IR*, let 7 be a T-integral element of Vi, and suppose that p -= 
T~&E%?~. Then 
(1) the L-integral element p occurs with multiplicity exactly one as an 
I-weight of FKr, 
(2) MO-mult(FGO ,FK7) = 1, and 
(3) a Vf-highest vector in FKr lies in the copy of FL, in FK*. 
Proof. Let @ C At be the positive system associated with %:r . Since %?f is 
compatible with %?m , there is an element x E In such that q(x) > 0 for all 
pE@andallp,EA,,+. The t-weights of FK7 consist of 7 (with multiplicity one) 
and weights of the form 7 - C,,@ n,~, with all n, EZ+ and at least one np > 0. 
The l-weights of FK7 are the restrictions of these to I. Since v(x) > 0 for all 
p E @, we have u(x) < p(x) for all l-weights a # p of FK7, and (1) follows. Hence 
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M,-mult(Fj& , FK7) < 1. Let v be a (nonzero) l-weight vector in FK7 with weight 
p, and let 9 E A,,,+ . The application of a v-root vector in m to w yields a vector 
in FK7 of l-weight p + p, and (p + p))(x) > F(X) since Y(X) > 0. But this 
vector must be zero, since the l-weights u of FKT all satisfy the condition u(x) < 
p(x). Thus w is a highest weight vector for M,, and so generates a copy of FL,. 
This establishes (2), and (3) follows from (1) and (2). Q.E.D. 
We now examine certain integrality questions. The Cartan involution 0 of g 
naturally induces an involution, also called 8, of IJ*; 0 = 1 on I* and -1 on a*. 
Let u = -0 on lj*. Then u preserves A, and (A, u) is a normal u-system (see 
[17, Section 1.1.31). The elementary properties of normal u-systems (see [17, 
pp. 21-221) show immediately that if &, E A is not orthogonal to the unique 
positive real root a0 (i.e., (01~ , p,,) # 0) and p,, # -&a , then 2(a, , /3,,)/& , &,) = 
&l. Transferring this conclusion from lj* to t* by the Cayley transform c, and 
recalling that ala* = t~-l~O E t*, we have: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that /I,, E A*, /I0 # -&,* and (o,,*, p,,) # 0. Then 
&,f> /%Mll ) PO) = f 1. 
Now by Lemma 1 .l, %* is not in A* . We conclude: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let &E A* such that /I, $I*. Then ~(cx,,*, pJ/(&, /3,,) = &l. 
The following is immediate from Lemma 2.3: 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that At has an element not in I*. Then the real 
multiples of CX,,* which are A f-integral are precisely the integral multiples of a,,*. 
Remark. If the smallest ideal of g,, containing a, is not isomorphic to sI(2, R), 
then Af has an element as in Corollary 2.4. 
We also obtain: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let /3,, be as in Lemma 2.3. Suppose in addition that r E t* is 
At-integral and that r E R is such that (T + r%*, &J = 0. Then r ~2. 
Proof. We have 
from Lemma 2.3. Hence r EZ by the Af-integrality of 7. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let TV E I* be L-integral and let fiO E At , ,BO 6 I*. Then the unique 
element r E t* such that 7 1 I = p and (T, /I,,) = 0 is T-integral. 
Proof. There exists u E t* such that u is T-integral and u / I = p. Hence u 
is At-integral, and 7 it * is the unique element of the form o + rao* (r E R) 
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which is orthogonal to /$, . By Lemma 2.5, r ~2. Since u and the root %of of g 
are both T-integral, so is r. Q.E.D. 
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.6, we have: 
LEMMA 2.7. Let E’s C tR* be a f-chamber compatible with the dominant 
m-chamber V,, C IR*, let W be a wall of %I whose associated simple f-root does 
not lie in I*, let TV E V, be L-integral, and suppose that W contains a (necessarily 
unique) element T such that r 1 I = II. Then 
(1) 7 is T-integral, and 
(2) MO-mult(F&O ,FKT) = 1. 
3. ADMISSIBLE SUBSETS OF tR* 
DEFINITIONS. Denote by 8 the set of all f-chambers in tn* which are com- 
patible with the dominant m-chamber ‘iR, C I,*. An admissible subset of tn* is a 
subset S which is a union of some walls of some f-chambers in 8 and such that 
the restriction map from t,* to I,* takes S bijectively onto V,,, . 
Notation. Write res: ta* + Ia* for the restriction map. 
Remark. It is clear that none of the f-roots defining any of the f-walls making 
up an admissible subset S can lie in I *, because this would contradict the required 
injectivity of res 1 S. 
The most obvious significance of admissible subsets is stated in the following 
result : 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be an admissible subset of tR*. Denote by fs: grn + S 
the inverse of res: S + Vm . Then the fs-image of the set of L-integral elements 
of V, consists of T-integral elements of S, giving rise to a map fsA: MoA + K^. 
For every FM, E Me”, 
Mo-mult(F~o , f cA(FyN = 1. 
Proof. Just combine the last Remark with Lemma 2.7. Q.E.D. 
The main purpose of this section is to construct all admissible subsets of ta*. 
Let n + 1 be the number of g-chambers included in a given f-chamber in ta*. 
(This number is of course independent of the f-chamber.) We shall inductively 
define n + 1 subsets S,, , S, ,..., S, of ta* which will usually be admissible. 
We need some definitions: 
DEFINITION. For p Ed*, let rW: tR* -+ tR * be the Weyl reflection with 
respect to v. 
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DEFINITION. Let YT be a wall of a f-chamber Vt E 8, and let y E rlf be the 
simple root for G!Tf which defines YT. We say that W is transitional if 
(i) the f-chamber ~$2, lies in 8, 
(ii) the angle between “of and y is either 43 or 2rr/3, and 
(iii) neither (%f, TV) > 0 nor (aof, 9Y) < 0. 
Remark. In this case, ?T = %?f n ~,,%t, and the definition does not depend 
on which of the two f-chambers in 6 that we regard rlGr as a wall of. 
DEFINITION. Let GT?* C tR* be a g-chamber contained in the f-chamber 
%‘f C ta*. A well YT of %‘f is Vg-remote if V n V, is not a wall of ‘%* . 7V clearly 
has this property if and only if the f-simple root defining it is not one of the 
g-simple roots defining 97s . 
DEFINITIONS. A f-chamber Vt E d is called initial if 
(i) res %‘f = %,,, , and 
(ii) either %?f n (7 E fR* 1 (agt, T) > 0} or Q?f n {T E fR* 1 (a,,f, T) < 0} is a 
g-chamber in t,*. Such a g-subchamber of %‘t is called an initial g-chamber in Vf . 
Suppose that V?fl is an initial f-chamber and that 5~7~” C V+ is an initial 
g-subchamber. Define S,, to be the union of all the CBo-remote t-walls of Up. 
Now let 9~7~1 = Y~~SFT~~, so that %TQ1 is a g-chamber which is clearly contained 
in %?$. Define S, to be the union of all the Cegl-remote f-walls of V$. 
Suppose inductively that for 1 < j < n - 1, the following have been defined: 
V+ E 8, a g-chamber V,j C %?fj and a union Sj of various walls of various 
f-chambers in 8, and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i)i . Sj includes exactly one transitional f-wall, say “w;. , and -W;: is a 
wall of V$. Let yj be the simple f-root for Vtj which defines wj . 
(ii)9 . One of the g-roots +x,,~ is one of the simple roots for %Tgj, and 
(n , i%f> > 0. 
(iii)j . Wj is V&remote. 
(iv)i. K is not %*-remote for any g-chamber in ‘%fj other than %TJ. 
In order to define %?;‘I, Up and Sj+l , we establish the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. The negative +Y,,~ of the g-root in (ii)j above is one of the simple 
roots for the g-chamber r,,jGZ,j. 
Proof. It is clear from (ii)j that the g-chamber r~Ot’ZOj lies in %f , and (iv)$ 
thus implies that y, is a simple g-root associated with it. Hence YaOvj is a simple 
g-root associated with %?J, and ryjraotyj is a simple root for r,,%“i9$. But this last 
root equals -r,yj , where 6 = T,,(%~). By (i)j , %‘j is transitional, and by condition 
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(ii) in the definition of “transitional”, the angle between a,,* and 6 is 43, and S 
is not parallel to yj . It follows from (ii)i that --rayi -= Tcx,,*, as required. Q.E.D. 
We now define %‘?I, Uy and S,,l as follows: @+’ is the f-chamber r, .$‘$ E B. 
%?p is the g-chamber rUOtrY,%‘,j. Since Y~,G%?~~ lies in %?$‘l, so does ‘kp, by 
Lemma 3.2. S,+l is the unioi of all the f-w& in Sj other than q , and all the 
%?jstl-remote f-walls of @+l. 
This procedure can in fact be carried out, and it yields all the admissible 
subsets of tR*, as indicated in the next theorem. 
Notation. Write W, for the Weyl group off, acting on t,*. 
THEOREM 3.3. Initial f-chambers exist. Take ego, So, %*l, $YQ1 and S, as 
above. For each j such that 1 < j < n - 1 (n + 1 is the number of g-chambers 
included in a gzven k-chamber), suppose that Vtj, Vgj and Sj have been dejined 
satisfying conditions (i)j-(iv)j . Then Vi”, V2.l and S,+l as dejined above satisfy 
conditions (i)j+l-(iv)j+l . The f-chambers %‘+,..., ??f” are distinct and exhaust the 
members of 8. The g-chambers 9Zgo,..., Vg71 lie in distinct Wf-conjugacy classes, and 
they exhaust these conjugacy classes. Define Vfo = 9?f1. Then we have %,i C Vfi ,for 
j = O,..., n. If 
(sot, VGo) > 0 (resp., < 0), then 
(ccot, eoj) < 0 (resp., > 0)for allj = I,..., n. 
The f-walls VI ,..., wn-, (see (i)J are distinct and exhaust the transitional f-walls. 
Their associated orthogonal roots &yj (1 < j < n - 1) are all distinct. Suppose 
that f is semisimple. Then the sets So ,..., S, are admissible and are all the admissible 
subsets of tR*. So consists of a single wall, say go’, of Uf, and (aof, YKo’) < 0 
(resp., 3 O).Let To E A, be the associatedsimple root. Then (~lof, vo) > 0 (resp., < 0). 
WedescribeSj(l .< j < n):Foreachi =: I,..., n, %?f has a unique (non-transitional) 
wall wd’ such that (ao*, wi’) 3 0 (resp ., ,< 0) and the corresponding simple f-root 
does not lie in I*. For every such i, the V&simple f-root defining P!&’ is r,ofyo . For 
each j = I,..., n - 1, Sj consists of the j + I dzstinct f-walls WI’ ,..., Yfjj’, Y< , 
and S, consists of the n distinct f-walls ?&I,..., Y&$‘. The transitional walls -rU; ,..., 
w n-1 and the non-transitional walls wou’ ,..., wn’ are all the walls of f-chambers in B 
whose de$ning f-roots do not lie in I*. The roots &v. and &yor,tyo are distinct from 
-JyI ,..., &ynP1 . Furthermore, rhoqo is orthogonal to y1 ,..., ynel . Suppose finally 
that f is not semisimple. Then So = S, = @, and the sets S, ,..., S,-, are admis- 
sible and are all the admissible subsets of t, *. Moreover, Sj consists of the single 
f-wall “tlrj for all j = I ,..., n - 1. The transitional walls “w; ,..., Y<nP, are all the 
walls of f-chambers in 6 whose de$ning f-roots do not lie in l*. 
Remark. For each Wf-conjugacy class of g-chambers in fR*, say the class 
of %‘,j (0 <j < n), Theorem 3.3 produces a canonical admissible subset S, 
of tR*, except when f is not semisimple and j = 0 or n. We shall see the signifi- 
cance of this correspondence in terms of minimal K-types later. 
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Before discussing the proof of Theorem 3.3, we note several immediate 
consequences: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For 1 < j < k < n - 1, write r( j, k) for the product 
Y 1’. ... YUh y3 ‘,I1 in W, . If (a,,*, gQo) > 0 (resp., < 0), then for each j = l,..., n, 
Ftj n {A E tR* 1 (aof, A) < 0 (resp., > 0)) is the union of the n -j + 1 distinct 
g-chambers%?~jandr(j,i)%~‘fori =j,..., n-ll.AZsO,~~jn(X~tR*l(~*,h)~O 
(resp., < 0)) is the union of the j distinct g-chambers r(1, j - 1)-1’6?Qo and 
r(i, j - 1))Vsi for i = l,..., j - 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The number of g-chambers into which a f-chamber decom- 
poses is one greater than the number of elements of & (i.e., the number of f-chambers 
which are compatible with the dominant m-chamber U,,). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If %?z is an arbitrary f-chamber in 6, then res %f C V,,, . 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose that f is semisimple. Write yl = rll,tqo . For all 
j = l,..., n, (vo, %?fj) > 0 and (ql, %?fj) > 0. The angle between aO* and ~~ 
being either rr/4, 3~13, 2~13 or 37~14 (see Section 2), it follows that (roO%?fj, ao*) < 0 
(resp., 3 0, according as (%*, %‘z) 3 0, resp., < 0) and that (rQl%?tj, aof) > 0 
(resp., < 0). In particular, for any g-chamber V, contained in any t-chamber 
compatible with @,,, , the g-root raOolo* is Vg-negative (resp., %‘9-positive), and the 
g-root rQlol,* is V&ositive (resp., Vg-negative). 
Theorem 3.3 is proved by straightforward case-by-case observation. We shall 
give the reader enough information about each case so that the result can be 
checked easily. Also, the special cases are useful to know. 
It is enough to prove the theorem for go simple. There are four families of 
real-rank-one go with two conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras: su(Z, 1) 
(I 3 l), so(21, 1) (I > 2), sp(Z - 1, 1) (1 > 3) and the rank-one real form of f4. 
(See [8, Chapter IX] for the notation.) In all these cases, 1 = rank go . The cases 
in which f is not semisimple are precisely the cases eu(Z, 1). We shall describe, 
for each case, the following: I,; nt,; the real Euclidean space t,* (with the 
bilinear form (., .) conveniently renormalized); the set of g-roots d* C tR*; 
the set of E-roots dt C t,*; sot Ed*; I,* C ta*; the set of m-roots d, C IR*; 
the simple system 17, C Ia* corresponding to the positive system A,,,+; the 
simple f-systems Dfl corresponding to all possible choices of initial f-chamber 
%Y?$ in b; for one such n*l, the sequence K7+, D*a,..., Lr*m of f-simple systems 
corresponding to the f-chambers %?‘*i, VF2,..., Vf” in b, the transitional f-walls 
w 1 ,..., “wn-, (indicated by the associated simple roots in appropriate D*j’s, 
using the notation wd = %$(ZI$) to denote the f-wall for %‘$ corresponding 
to p E U*j); the other f-walls -w’,..., wn’ (indicated similarly); and the simple 
g-systems .UsO,..., 17,” corresponding to the W*-images of the g-chambers 
woo,..., %Ygn i  %?*I. 
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(a) The case g,, = eu(Z, 1) (I > 1); f, = u(l); tn, = u(l- 1). Let t be an 
(I + 1)-dimensional real Euclidean space with orthonormal basis & ,..., El, 
aitRandiai=O; 
i=O I 
There are two possible choices of Il,l (unless 2 = 1, in which case there is only 
one: the null set): 
and 
G - 52, 52 - 63 ,a.., El-1 - EJ 
((2 - 53, 6 - 64 ,***> 51-l - 51, (1 - 41>. 
We shall use the first one. We have n = 1, and 
nf2 = cc2 - 51, 41 - E, , 5, - 5, ,***, 5z-1, - 51h 
The transitional f-walls are: 
fl*l L ~~1 - E, ...P tz-1 - 51, is - too>* 
(When I = I, we may also choose II,O = (E, - &,}.) 
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(b) The case go = 5421, 1) (I >, 2); f, = ~(21); m, = 50(2Z- 1). Let 
t,* be an Z-dimensional real Euclidean space with orthonormal basis 5, ,..., t1 . 
Set 
fl* = {&& rt 5j 1 1 d i <j < Z} U {i& I 1 < i d Z}; 
ot={f5‘irt~jll Gi<jGz>; 
%I* = 61; 
I,* ={~aj&EfR*Iu, =O}; 
4n=kt&i~il2~i<j~k 
an = (52 - 63, (3 - 54 ,‘*a, 51-l - (1, 43. 
There is only one possible choice of II& 
(5, - & , 6 - E, ,***, &-1 - tl , is - if1 > fl+ &;>. 
Also, n = 1, i.e., d contains only one f-chamber. There are two possible choices 
of II*? 
{E, - 63 ,..*, 41-l - El 7 h - 51 2 411 
and 
(52 - 5s ,*a*, 51-l - & , 51 + 51 9 -a. 
The first of these choices gives the sequence 
and the second choice gives the sequence 
Note that there are no transitional f-walls. 
(c) The case sp(Z - 1, 1) (I 3 3); to = s&Z - 1) x sp(l); m, = 
sp(Z - 2) x sp(l). Take tR * to be an Z-dimensional real Euclidean space with 
orthonormal basis (I ,..., .$l . Set 
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There is exactly one possible choice of n;l: 
Wehaven =l-- l,and 
The transitional f-walls are: 
vi+-2 2 -w;3-,,(n~-2, = w&,(nr”-‘,. 
There is one possible choice of flgo, namely, 
II,0 = (E, - 5, >-**> & - 52 > 52 - 6 3 2a> 
and 
Finally, the non-transitional f-walls are: 
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(d) The case of the rank-one real form of f4; f, = so(S), m, = eo(7). 
Take t,* to be a 4-dimensional real Euclidean space with orthonormal basis 
& , S2 , 5, , f4 , and take 
4 = {&5-I. &I1 <i <j < 4) 
I 
1 
u z C ciEi 1 ei = 1 for an odd number of i’s ; 
I 
%I* = El; 
There is exactly one choice of I7+: 
We haven = 2, and 
The transitional f-wall is: 
% = ~~(-Cl+e2-E3-~~)4)(l) = qk1-P2+e3+S4)(I)* 
The unique choice of I7sO is: 
n!x” = G - (4 9 ta - 51 , h 3 g--t1 + t2 - 53 - &)I. 
Also, 
17,l = 16 - (4 , 41 + iti 9 -51 9 !&l + (2 - 63 - 54)), 
&I2 = (43 - 54 9 & + 54 9 +i(-& + 52 - (3 - 644), B(-El - e2 + 83 + E,)). 
Finally, the non-transitional f-walls are: 
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Remark. Suppose that f is semisimple. The initial g-subchambers of the 
initial f-chambers in E have an interesting geometric characterization, intrinsic 
in the sense that it involves only the Wf-conjugacy class of the g-chamber: 
A g-chamber %‘s C t, * is Wt-conjugate to an initial g-chamber if and only if 
one of its walls coincides with a full wall of the f-chamber in fR* containing it. 
Call such a g-chamber distinguished. Now call a f-wall %@- of a f-chamber in d 
distinguished if res: YP” + %‘,,, is a bijection. It is a remarkable fact that the 
number of Wt-conjugacy classes of distinguished g-chambers equals the number 
of distinguished f-walls. (This number is 2 for g,, -= ~~(21, 1) (I > 2), 1 for 
sp(Z - 1, 1) (I > 3) and 1 for the rank-one real form of f4 .) Moreover, there is 
a natural bijection between the two sets: In the notation of Theorem 3.3, given 
an initial g-subchamber ego of an initial f-chamber %Yfo E 8, the corresponding 
distinguished f-wall is the wall wo’ of %‘*O (i.e., the unique G?s”-remote f-wall of 
Vfo). Another way of viewing this is the following: In the sense of the Remark 
following Theorem 3.3, the canonical admissible subsets produced by the 
Wt-conjugacy classes of distinguished g-chambers are precisely the distinguished 
f-walls. See Lemma 4.2 and the last Remark in Section 4. 
4. THE MINIMAL K-TYPES FOR THE PRINCIPAL SERIES 
DEFINITION. Let gg be a g-chamber in tR*, with associated positive system 
d+(Vs), and let %?f C fR* be the f-chamber containing Vg . Let V be a compatible 
(9, K)-module, and let 7 be a T-integral element of %?f. Then the finite- 
dimensional irreducible K-module FK7 with highest weight 7 (or the equivalence 
class of this module) is called the Vg-minimaE K-type of V if 
(i) K-mult(F,I, V) = 1, and 
(ii) for every T-integral element u E Ff , K-mult(FKO, V) > 0 3 u - T 
is a sum of g-roots in O,(VJ. 
Remark. It is clear that the notion of V,,-minimal K-type depends only on 
the Wf-conjugacy class of V, in tR* (and in fact only on the Ad K conjugacy class 
of %?s in the set of all g-chambers in all real dual spaces ((-I)%)*, u a Cartan 
subalgebra of f,). 
As in Section 3, let n + 1 be the number of g-chambers included in a given 
f-chamber in f,*. Recall the family @?sO,..., %?sn of g-chambers in fR* (Theorem 
3.3); these are a family of representatives of the Wf-conjugacy classes of g- 
chambers in ta*. Recall also the corresponding admissible subsets Sj of tR* 
(see Theorem 3.3 and the subsequent Remark). The f-chambers containing 
vgo, FQl,..., @s” are gfo, ?Z+,..., 9?fn, respectively, and Vto = V+. In the notation 
of Lemma 3.1, each admissible subset Sj induces a natural map&: &lo” ---f K” 
coming from the natural map fs,: V, -+ Sj . Every Sj is a umon of various 
f-walls wi and YZ’ of the chambers %?$ (see Theorem 3.3), and the maps res: 
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%$ -+ V, and res: $&’ -+ %,,, are injective. Write fwi: res WC --f Vi and f*pi,: 
res wi’ + wi’ for the inverses of these maps. 
For the rest of this section, we assume that the smallest ideal of g,, containing 
a, is not isomorphic to sl(2, R). W e exclude this case because if the smallest 
ideal containing aa were isomorphic to sI(2, R), then there would be no admissible 
subsets (S, = S, = o when f is not semisimple), and the assertions below 
would be vacuous. M is now connected, i.e., M = M,, . 
Let F&f E MA and Y E a*. Recall the principal series module X(F,\* , V) (Section 
1). By Frobenius reciprocity (Lemma 1.2), 
K-mult(F, , X(F, , v)) = M-mult(F, , FK) 
for every FK E K”. We keep this in mind in the following discussion of minimal 
K-types for the principal series. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let j~{l,..., n - I}, let p be an L-integral element of res q. , 
and let v E a*. Then X(F,,u, v) has a %&minimal K-type, namely, FK*, where 
T = f#y,&). (By Lemma 2.1, 7 is a T-integral element of the f-chamber ‘&?$ con- 
taining %?d.) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 (and Frobenius reciprocity), K-mult(FKT, X(F,%Iu, v)) = 
1, so that condition (i) in the definition of minimal K-type is satisfied. 
To prove condition (ii), let u E %?*j be T-integral, and suppose that X(F,u, V) 
contains FKa. Then FKu contains FMp, and so p is an l-weight of FKo. Thus FKa 
has a t-weight 7 E ts* such that 7 1 I, -= CL, and 7 must be T-integral. By Corol- 
lary 2.4 and the subsequent Remark, the At-integral multiple 7 -- 7 of all* must 
be of the form mq,t, with m E Z. 
Let us assume that (%f, V,j) > 0. (The other possibility, (012, z’sj) < 0, 
is handled similarly; cf. Theorem 3.3). Then 01~ * lies in the positive g-system 
d+(%?sj) associated with %?sj. 
Suppose that m >, 0. Then 7 - 7 is a sum of roots in d+(%?,j). But since (T is 
the highest weight of FKo with respect to VJ and 7 is a weight of FKu, u - 7 is 
a sum of positive f-roots associated with gf. j Since each such f-root lies in 
d+(%si), G - 7 is a sum of roots in d+(%sj), proving (ii) when m .> 0. 
Suppose that m < 0. By Lemma 3.2, -a,,* is in the positive g-system 
d+(r,,,%‘sj), where yj is the simple f-root for %?*j defining q . Hence -Y~~cY~* E 
d+(%?sj). Since 7 is a t-weight of FKu, so is r,,,~. Moreover, 7 is fixed by rYj , and so 
rv,n - 7 = r,,(~ - T) = rvj(maO*) is a sum of roots in A,($?&. It follows as 
above that u - 7 is a sum of roots in d+(gsj). This proves (ii) when m < 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. For f not semisimple, Lemma 4.1 is all we need for Theorem 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that f is semisimple, so that S, is an admissible subset 
of tR* consisting of a single wall WO’ of Vf” (= V$). Let p be an L-integral element 
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of @,,I , and let v E Q*. Then X(F,u, v) has a %?go-minimal K-type, namely, FK+, 
where 7 =fWO+). (Note that 7 is a T-integral element of the f-chambw %?f” 
containing Vgo.) 
Proof. Condition (i) of the definition of minimal K-type is satisfied, as in the 
last proof. To prove (ii), let o E %?*O be T-integral, and assume that X(F,,,u, v) 
contains FKO. Then FKo contains F,b,u, so that p is an I-weight of FKo. As in the 
last proof, FKO has a t-weight 7 E t,* such that 7 - 7 = m%f for some m EZ. 
We assume that (mot, ws”) < 0, since the other possibility, (mot, %?sO) 3 0, 
is similar; cf. Theorem 3.3. Then -aof E rl+(q:,O). Suppose that m < 0. Then 
7j - 7 is a sum of roots in O+(@sO), and exactly as in the last proof, 0 - 7 is a sum 
of roots in d+(FsO), proving (ii) in this case. Suppose that m > 0. Let p. E dt 
be the simple root for Vfo defining wo’. By Proposition 3.7, the g-root rm,zef is 
positive with respect to %‘sO. Moreover, rV,7 is a t-weight of FKO, and ywo fixes 7. 
Hence rqOy - r = r,,(q - T) is a sum of roots in d+(??sO). Thus as above, 
0 - 7 is such a sum, and (ii) is established. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that f is semisimple, let j E {I ,..., n}, let p be an L-integral 
element of res K.‘, let v 6 a*, and let E, be one of the n - j + 1 g-chambers V,j 
OY Y( j, i) @+‘(i =T j ,..., n - 1) contained in %$, in the notatoin or Proposition 3.4. 
Then X(F,,“, v) has a %‘,-minimal K-type, namely, FKr, where 7 = fyrj,(p). (As in 
the last two Lemmas, 7 is a T-integral element of the f-chamber 2Yfj containing %g .) 
Proof. As in the last two proofs, condition (i) in the definition of minimal 
K-type holds. To establish condition (ii), u E %?*j be T-integral, and assume that 
XPM~> v) contains FK*. As above, FKu has a t-weight 71 E t,* such that 7 - T : 
mob* for some m EZ. We assume that (c+,*, ‘Gyro) < 0, since the opposite case is 
similar. By Proposition 3.4, (cyof, es) 3 0, so that c~gt E O+(%‘,). Also, let qr be the 
%&simple f-root defining wj’. By Theorem 3.3, vi = rOIOtq+ , and Proposition 
3.7 implies that the g-root ~~,o1~ * is %‘a-negative. If m > 0, then 77 - 7 is a sum 
of roots in O+(%‘s), so that o -- 7 is also such a sum, as above, and (ii) holds. 
If m < 0, then r,*v - 7 = ~~~(77 - T) is a sum of roots in d+(V,), and so (T - T 
is again such a sum, proving (ii) in this case. QED. 
Combining the last three Lemmas with the description of the admissible 
subsets Sj in Theorem 3.1, we immediately obtain: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let j E (0 ,..., n). Assume either that f is semisimple, or else that 
j $- 0 and j # n. Then every principal series module X(F,, , v) (FM E M^, v E a*) 
has a $?,j-minimal K-type, name&, f<(F&,). 
The description of the possible @si-minimal K-types of principal series 
modules is interesting: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let j E (0 ,..., n}, and assume ither that f is semisimple, or else 
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that j # 0 and j # n. Consider the f-chamber Vfj in t,* which contains the g- 
chamber Gf9j. The set of V&highest weights of $?&minimal K-types of principal 
series modules X(F, ,: V) (F,,,, E MA, v E a*) is precisely the set of T-integral 
elements of the %‘aj-remote f-walls of Vfj (see Section 3 for the definition of 
%gj-remote). 
This follows immediately from the results of Section 3 and Theorem 4.4. 
Remark. Suppose now that the smallest ideal of g,, containing a,, is allowed 
to be isomorphic to 51(2, R), and suppose that f is not semisimple. Then this 
smallest ideal is isomorphic to su(1, 1) for some 1 2 1 (see Section 3) and the 
cases j = 0 and j = n are precisely the cases in which the set of g-simple roots 
for V$’ contains the set of f-simple roots for the f-chamber in tn* containing 
%?aj. Let j = 0 or n, and let FM E MA and v E a*. Then it is easy to check (using 
for example the branching laws describing K-mult(F, , FK) for FK E K”) that 
the %&minimal K-type of X(F, , V) does not exist. 
Remark. It is interesting to recall the last Remark of Section 3 in the light 
of the results of this section. 
5. THE SK-HOMOMORPHISMS FOR THE PRINCIPAL SERIES MINIMAL K-TYPES 
Let gK be the centralizer of K in the universal enveloping algebra 3 of g, 
under the natural adjoint action of K on 9. If V is a compatible (9, K)-module 
and FK E K” is such that K-mult(F, , V) = 1, then gK acts on the copy of FK 
in I’ via multiplication by scalars given by a complex-valued homomorphism, 
which we denote ?I( V, FK), of gK. A well-known principle of Harish-Chandra 
asserts that if V is g-irreducible, then FK and T( V, FK) determine V, up to 
equivalence (see for example [12] or [l, S ec ion 9.11). It is clearly important to t 
determine q(V, FK), where I’ is a principal series module and FK is a minimal 
K-type. We shall do this in this section, using the admissible subsets Sj of 
Section 3. We base our treatment on the canonical mapping P: gK + & @J Khf 
(see below for the notation) introduced in [11(b)]; cf. also [l, Chapitre 91. 
Consider the complexified Iwasawa decomposition g = f @ a @ n. Let x‘, 
& and N be the universal enveloping algebras off, a and n, respectively, so that 
c4EN@d@O (1 inear isomorphism induced by multiplication in 9). 
The decomposition JV = C . 1 @ n.N gives us the decomposition 
Let P: g -+ JZZ @ ~6 be the corresponding projection map, with G? @ % 
given the tensor product algebra structure. Denote by XM the centralizer of M 
in .% under the natural adjoint action. By [I 1 (b), Propositions 3.1, 3.21, we have: 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. P 1 gK is an algebra antihomomorphism into Cal @ X”. 
Let F,,,, E MA and FK E K^, and assume that M-mult(F, , FK) = 1. Then 
ZM acts on the copy of F,,, in FK via multiplication by a complex-valued homo- 
morphism z-(FK , F,,,) of TM. Define 
so that PFK,FM is an algebra homomorphism by Proposition 5.1. Now JZZ is 
naturally isomorphic to the algebra of polynomial functions on a*, so that 
every VE a* induces an evaluation homomorphism 7,: & --f C. Denote by 
P FK,FM,y the algebra homomorphism 
Theorem 7.3 of [11(b)] implies: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let FM E MA, v E a* andF, E KA be such that M-mult(F, , 
F,) = 1. Then 
+WM 9 4, FK) = pFK.FM,v: gK -+ c. 
We shall now describe y(X(F, , v), FK) much more precisely when FK is the 
minimal K-type of X(F,, , v) (see Theorem 4.4). We do this by expressing 
7(FK, FAw) in terms of the admissible subsets Sj (Section 3). 
Let %fi (i = l,..., n) be one of the f-chambers in 8 (see Section 3), let XL 
be the centralizer of L in X, and let 9 be the universal enveloping of t. We shall 
define an algebra homomorphism p: J? + 9’. 
To do this, let nf be the sum of the positive root spaces of f with respect 
to t and V$, and let q- be the sum of the corresponding negative root spaces. 
Denote by .A$ and Jv;- the associated universal enveloping algebras. Then 
Define p: YL + 9 to be the restriction to XL of the projection of X to 7. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The map p is an algebra homomorphism, and SL C Y @ 
2-q . 
Proof. Call the %?&positive roots of f with respect to t fil ,..., 3,. Since 
%?fi E 8, there exists x E 1, such that z/Qx) > 0 for all m = l,..., r. Choose a root 
vector ym in the corresponding positive root space Vm, and a root vector z,,, in 
the negative root space f-em, for each m. Let h, ,..., h, be a basis of t. Then Z 
has as a basis the set of monomials 
ZQ’ 1 
. . . Znrjp . . . 
r1 
hl"ly;' ...y2, 
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where the qm , n, and p, lie in 2, . If an element of X is centralized by the 
element x, then its expansion in terms of this basis of monomials involves only 
monomials for which either all the p,‘s and qm’s vanish or else some p, > 0 o 
some qk > 0. Thus ZL C .Y @ Xtt, , and the rest is easy. Q.E.D. 
Y is naturally isomorphic to the algebra of polynomial functions on t*. For 
all 7 E t*, let u,: Y -+ C be the corresponding evaluation homomorphism, and 
let tri be the homomorphism 
(,i =u,o~:xL+c< 
Also write <,i: XM --t C for the restriction of <,i to Z”. 
Assume for the rest of this section that the smallest ideal of go containing a, 
is not isomorphic to sI(2, R). In particular, M = M,, . 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let r be a T-integral element of %?fi, and let p be the L- 
integral element 7 1 IR of %‘,,, (see Proposition 3.6), so that M-mult(F,~,F,r) = 1 
(Lemma 2.1). Then 
xr(F$, F,$) = p7: XM -+ C. 
Proof. Let ZI be a V&highest weight vector in FKs. Then by Lemma 2.1 (3), 
v lies in the copy of F,u in FK7, and so 
x . v = r(FxT,FIM“)(x)v 
for all x E SM. But it is also clear from Proposition 5.3 and the definition of 5: 
that x . z, = [,i(~)~. Q.E.D. 
Now let j E {O,..., n}, and exclude the possibilities j = 0 and j = n if f is not 
semisimple. Then the g-chamber %*j C %+ gives rise to the admissible subset 
Si of tR* (Section 3). 
Notation. Write CM* for the algebra of complex-valued functions defined 
on MA. 
DEFINITION. We define a function 6,: XM -+ CM- as follows: Let x E ZM 
and let TV E V, be L-integral. In the notation of Lemma 3.1, 7 3 fs,(p) E Sj . 
We know that T is a T-integral element of Sj , and lies in V< for at least one 
iE{l,..., n}. Define Sj by the condition 
Sj(x)(FM’) = C:(X) E C. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The function 6, is well-defked (i.e., Sj(x)(FMu) is independent 
of the choice of i in the dejkition), and 6, is an algebra homomorphism from XM into 
CM*. For all x E ZM and FM E M”, 
UWM) = 4f $Pd Fd(x)> 
in the notation of Lemma 3.1. 
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Proof. Let ,u E q”, be the highest weight of FM, and let 7 = fsj(p) E Sj . 
By Proposition 5.4, 
5,i(4 = v(FK’, Fd(4 
for any choice of i. Thus aj is well-defined, and for each FM E MA, Sj(.)(Fi,) is a 
homomorphism from XM into C. It follows that aj is a homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITIONS. Define the homomorphism wj: gK ---f &’ @ CMA as follows: 
wj = (1 @6,)oP/ V. 
For FM E MA and v E a*, define the homomorphism w~,~,,“: gK + C by the 
condition 
wi,~,,&) = wM(v, FM) 
for all x E gK; here & @ CM” is regarded in the natural way as an algebra of 
functions on a* x MA. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let FM E MA and v E a*. Then the G9K-homomorphism on the 
V&minimal K-type f.$F,,,J in the principal series module X(F,,,, , v) (see Theorem 4.4) 
is given by 
+WM 3 v)>f$(Fd = wi,~~.v . 
Proof. Just combine Propositions 5.2 and 5.5, and the definitions. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It would be interesting to determine the kernel and image of the 
homomorphism wj: gK -+ & @ CM*. 
6. THE MINIMAL K-TYPES AND 9K-H~~~~~~~~~~~ FOR FINITE-DIMENSIONAL 
IRREDUCIBLE MODULES 
In this section, we shall show that finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules 
have minimal K-types closely related to those for the principal series, and that 
the associated ‘3K-homomorphisms have the same form as for the principal 
series (Theorem 5.6). The method is to prove a result on containment with 
complete multiplicity (see Section l), using generalized Verma modules. 
The Cartan subalgebra lj = I @ a of 9 is also a Cartan subalgebra of the reduc- 
tive part m @ a of the parabolic subalgebra m @ a @ n of 9. Write B for the 
universal enveloping algebra of m @ a @ n. The usual decomposition h* = 
I* @ a* allows us to write the linear functional h on lj as h 1 I + h 1 a. The 
finite-dimensional irreducible m @ a-modules are m-irreducible, and their 
highest weights (with respect to the usual positive system A,,, C 4,) constitute 
the set 
q4,+) =~CL+v~~*IP~I*, v E a* and p(h,) EZ+ for all q~ E A,,+}. 
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Let us denote by Fhea the finite-dimensional irreducible m @ a-module 
(or its equivalence class) with highest weight X E P(&+). The corresponding 
generalized Verma module is the g-module 
induced (see [l, Section 5.11) f rom B up to 9; here the action of m @ a on 
F&3 is extended to a g-action by making n act trivially (cf. [1 l(d), Section 21). 
Recall from Section 1 the positive system d, for g with respect to 6. The simple 
roots in d, comprise the set of simple roots in d,,, , together with the set JI’ of 
simple roots not in I *. For 01 EU’, let fN be a root vector in g-*. Let p = 
GlEa VJ E lj*. A weight vector v (for b) 
ifg”.+v =Oforallp,Ed+. 
in a g-module is a highest weight vector 
Proposition 2.4 of [l 1 (d)] asserts: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let F be the jinite-dimensional irreducible g-module with 
highest weight h E Ij* and let wo be a highest weight vector generating F( Vh,,). 
Then re@ + P) - P ~Wrn,+) f or all 01 E II’, and there is an exact g-module 
sequence 
u V(F,$$-“) % V(F;& It F -+ 0, 
areI 
where T takes w0 to a highest weight vector of F, and for each 01 E Ll’, a takes a 
highest weight vector generating V(Fmoa r*(A+p)--p) to a nonxero multiple of the highest 
weight vector fi@J+’ * w. E V(Fk&. 
For an m @ a-module U, denote by Y(U) the g-module coinduced (see [ 1, 
Section 5.51) by the g-module which is U as an m @ a-module and which is 
trivial as an n-module; then Y(U) = H omg(g, U). Since the contragredient 
of an induced module is naturally isomorphic to the module coinduced from 
the contragredient of the inducing module (see [l, Proposition 5.5.4]), we have 
VPx’h,aN* = W&a)*) 
for all h E P(d,,+). Combining this with Proposition 6.1, we get: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. (cf. [ 1 l(d), Proposition 2.61). In the notation of Proposition 
6.1, the g-submodule of Y((F&&*) which is the annihilator of Im a C V(FA& 
is naturally isomorphic to F*. 
Define 
pill = (p E I* 1 p(h,) EZ+ for all p E A,,+}, 
so that P, is the set of highest weights of irreducible m-modules, and P,,, = 
{A I 1 I h E Wnt,+)h 
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Notation. Write F,+,U for the irreducible m-module (or its equivalence class) 
with highest weight TV. 
Since (m @ a @ n) n f = m, Proposition 5.5.8 of [I] yields: 
PROPOSITION 6.3 (cf. [II(d), Proposition 3.11). For all h EP(A,,+), the 
g-module Y(F& @a) *), w h en viewed as a f-module by restriction, is naturally f-module 
isomorphic to the f-module coinduced from the irreducible m-module (F$‘)* up to f. 
Thus the universal property of coinduced modules [I, Proposition 5.5.31 
implies that for a f-module R and h E P(d,,+), 
HomdR, Y((F&d*)) 5 How,@, (Fk!)*), 
where on the right, R is regarded as an nt-module by restriction. If Ft is a finite- 
dimensional irreducible f-module, we conclude that 
f-mult(Ff , Y((F,$&*)) = m-mult((~~‘)*, Ff), 
where the symbols f-mult and m-mult have the obvious meanings. Hence by 
Proposition 6.2, 
f-mult(Ft , F*) < m-mult((F$‘)*, Ff). 
For a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module Fs , denote by y,,,(F,) the irre- 
ducible m-module which is the lowest restricted weight space ofFs (cf. Section 1). 
Since F&i* defines the action of m on the highest restricted weight space of F, 
(FL”)* = ym(F*). Writing F, for F*, we may reformulate the last inequality as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 6.4 (cf. Lemma 1.4). Let F, be a jnite-dimensional irreducible 
g-module and Ff a Jinite-dimensional irreducible f-module. Then 
f-mult(F, , FJ < nt-mult(y,(Fs), Fs). 
We now give a criterion for equality: 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let F, and Ff be as in Proposition 6.4, and let h E lj* be the 
highest weight of FQ *. Suppose that for all 01 E Il’, Ff does not contain a copy of 
(F$#+P)-0) II)*. (Th is module is well-defked, by Proposition 6.1.) Then the 
inequality in Proposition 6.4 becomes an equality. 
Proof. Write F = F4*. In the setting of Proposition 6.1, write Z, for the 
canonical copy of the A&X-module F&$“‘-’ in V(F,‘&$‘)-“) for each a E l7’. 
Then Im CT is generated as a 9-module by the ~(2,) (a E n’). Since &N . ~(2,) = 
~(2,) and 9 = X&M, we have Im u = z:aorr, A’- . ~(2,). Now as an m-module, 
o(Z,) is equivalent to F,,, (rJA+‘-“)lt. Write (e, *) for the pairing between Y((J’$&*) 
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and V(Fk&. By the hypothesis, if Q is a f-submodule of Y((Fh8J*) isomorphic 
to Ft , then (@ ~(2,)) = 0 for all OL E XL’. Thus 
Hence the full Fr-isotropic subspace of Y((F~,oa)*) annihilates Im u and so is 
contained in a copy of the 9-module F* = Fo , by Proposition 6.2. F, thus 
contains at least nt-mult((Fz’)*, Ff) co res of Ff , by the above, and we are done. p’ 
Q.E.D. 
By replacing F, by F,* and Fg* in the last two propositions, we also obtain: 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let F, be a jinite-dimensional irreducible g-module with 
highest weight X E Ij*, and let Fi be a finite-dimensional irreducible f-module. Then 
f-mult(Ff , Fa) < nt-mult(F$r, Ff), 
and equality holds if for all cz E II’, Ft does not contain a copy of F,$JAfD)--P)Ir. 
Remarks. (1) Everything in Section 6 has so far been independent of our 
blanket assumptions that go have real rank 1 and two conjugacy classes of Cartan 
subalgebras. 
(2) The above arguments and certain arguments below are similar to their 
counterparts in [ 11 (d), Section 31. 
We now recall our assumptions just expressed in Remark (1). We also assume 
that the smallest ideal of go containing a,, is not isomorphic to sI(2, R). Then 
M = MO. 
Propositions 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 have the following immediate conseqiiences 
(recall Section 1 for notation and terminology): 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let Fo E GA and FK E KA. Then 
K-mult(F, , Fo) < M-mult(y(F,), FK) (“> 
(cf. Lemma 1.4), and Fo contains FK with complete multiplicity (i.e., equality holds) 
iffor all 01 E 17’, FK does not contain a copy of (F$o’+“)+‘)II)*, where h E lj* is the 
highest weight of Fo*. (Note that (rE(X + p) - p) 1 I is an L-integral element of 
V, .) Let A’ be the highest weight of Fo , so that y(Fo) = F$’ (see the last Remark 
in Section 1). Then equality holds in (*) if for all OL E l7’, FK does not contain a copy 
of FtJJ~‘+P)-N 11. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let Fo E GA have highest weight h E lj*, let Fx E K”, and 
assume that M-mult(y(F,), FK) = 1. Suppose also that for all 01 E l7’, FK does 
not contain (ror(X + p) - p) j I as an I-weight. Then K-mult(F, , Fc) = 1. 
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We note the following well-known facts (cf. [17, Section 1 .1.3]): 
LEMMA 6.9. The simple roots in II‘ aye never Teal (i.e., they do not lie in a*). II’ 
has exactly one element if E is semisimple, and exactly two elements if f is not semi- 
simple. 
Using Proposition 6.7, we now recover in a new way (for the present class of 
Lie algebras go) a result on complete multiplicity originally obtained in [13, 
Theorem 6.21: 
THEOREM 6.10. Let FG E G^ and let FK1,..., FKr E K”. Then there exists 
FG’ E G” such that y(FG’) = y(FG) and F,’ contains FK1,..., FKT with complete 
multiplicity. 
Proof. Let X E h* be the highest weight ofF,*. It is clear that for all m EZ+ , 
h + ma0 E h* is the highest weight of an element (Fc’)* (FG’ E GA) such that 
y(F,‘) = y(FG). But for all $ E II’, 
y,(X + mol, + P) - p = h + ma0 - (W,) + m4h,) + lb, 
and cq,(h,) is a positive integer. The restriction pa of this element to I is 
pa = X I I - @(h,) + ma,(h,) + I)a I I, 
and 011 I # 0 by Lemma 6.9. Thus by choosing m large enough, we can insure 
that (poL , pa) is arbitrarily large, and in particular, that -par is not an I-weight 
ofFKi for any i. Thus no FKi contains a copy of (F$)*. By choosing m large enough 
so that this is true for all a! E II’, we obtain the desired FG’, by Proposition 6.7. 
Q.E.D. 
Now recall the notation of Sections 3-4. For j E {O,..., n>, with j # 0, n if f 
is not semisimple, we shall show that every finite-dimensional irreducible 
G-module has a %&minimal K-type, and it is in fact the same as the ‘&si- 
minimal K-type for an appropriate principal series module (cf. Theorem 4.4). 
LEMMA 6.11. Suppose that f is semisimple, so that II’ contains only one 
elements, say 01 (see Lemma 6.9). Then every element x E I, such that p)(x) > 0 
for all v E A,,,+ satisJies the condition a(x) < 0. 
Proof. If a(x) 3 0, then x would be a A+-dominant element of l& (= I, @ a,), 
in the obvious sense. But ha0 E an is also A+-dominant in hR , and B(haO , x) = 0 
(B the Killing form of g). But it is known that if a root system is the (orthogonal) 
direct sum of indecomposable subsystems, then the dominant chamber V (with 
respect to a positive system) is the direct product of the dominant chambers gi 
for the indecomposable subsystems, and two elements y and z of %’ cannot be 
orthogonal unless for each i, the projection of either y or z in the span of Vi 
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is zero (this is an extension of [9, p. 72, Exercise 71). Thus B(h, , X) = 0 
implies that at least one of the roots in A,,+ vanishes on x, contrad;cting the 
assumption that v(x) > 0 for all v E A,,, . Q.E.D. 
We have the following immediate consequence: 
COROLLARY 6.12. Suppose that f is semisimple, and let 01 be the element of II’. 
Then for each i = l,..., n, there is an element xi E I, such that a(q) < 0, v(q) > 0 
for every f-root cp in t,* positive with respect to the f-chamber %‘+ E 6, and q(xJ > 0 
for all 9 E A,,, . 
Case-checking (see Section 3) easily yields the following analogue of Corollary 
6.12: 
LEMItL4 6.13. Suppose that f is not semisimple. For all i := l,..., n, denote 
by A+(%?+) the set of positive f-roots in tR* associated with %7fi, and let 9 be the 
nonempty set 
~~={xEI~I~(x) >Oforallg,~A,,+~A,(%‘~~)}. 
Then the two roots in 17’ (see Lemma 6.9) may be labeled 01 and /3 in such a way that 
ix(x) <0 forall xEG31U.~.UC2n-1, and 
p(x) <O forall xEB2U...UBn. 
We are now in a position to implement Corollary 6.8. 
THEOREM 6.14. LetjE(O ,..., n}, and assume either that f is semisimple, or else 
that j # 0 and j # n. Then for all F, E GA, 
K-mWf $Wd), FG) = ~-muW(Fd, f $(y(Fd)) = 1. 
Moreover, fc(y(Fo)) is the Vgj-minimal K-type of Fo . 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4, 
K-mult(F, , Fo) < M-mult(y(F,), FK) 
= K-muWK , X(y(F& 4) 
for all FK E K^ and v E a*. In view of Theorem 4.4, it is thus sufficient to prove 
that K-mult(F,, , FG) = 1, where we have set F,, = fs^,(y(Fo)) E K”. Let h E h* 
be the highest weight of Fo . Since 
M-mult(y(Fc), F,) = 1, 
it is enough to show that for all 01 E II’, F0 does not contain 
b-c@ + P) - P) I 1 == h I I- (Vccx) + 1)” I I 
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as an I-weight, by Corollary 6.8. We know that y(FG) has h j 1 as its highest 
l-weight (see the last Remark in Section I), and hence F, has as highest weight 
with respect to some f-chamber V$ E 6 (1 < i < n) an element 7 E %‘$ C fR* 
such that T / I = X j I. 
Suppose that f is semisimple, so that 17’ = {a}. Choose xi E I, as in Corollary 
6.12. Then all the t-weights of F, are of the form T - C vnL , where the P)~ are 
positive roots off with respect to %$, and so all the I-weights ofF,, are of the form 
h 1 I - C yrn / I. Hence every I-weight 7 of F,, satisfies the condition ~(3~) < 
h(xi), since each yn(xi) > 0. On the other hand, 
KydX + P> - P) I Wi) ; p; - @@cJ + 1) 4%) 
1 > 
since a(+) < 0 and h(h,) > 0. Thus (Y&A + p) - p) j I cannot be an I-weight 
of F,, , and our result is proved when f is semisimple. 
Assume that f is not semisimple. Now the extremal weight 7 of F0 lies on one 
of the transitional k-walls w1 ,..., wnPl ( see Theorem 3.3). If 71 3 3, then we may 
take i (for which 7 E V$) to be such that 2 ,< i < n - 1, and by Lemma 6.13, 
we may choose x0 E IR such that p)(xO) > 0 for all y E d+(%?ti) and 6(x,) < 0 for 
all 6 E li”. The same argument as in the last paragraph shows that (r,(h + p) - 
p) 1 I cannot be an I-weight of F,, , establishing the result in this case. Finally, 
let n = 2. Then we may take i = I or 2. In the notation of Lemma 6.13, there 
exists x1 ~9~ and x2 ~9~ . The argument of the last paragraph applied to i = 1 
and x1 shows that (y&i + p) - p) 1 I cannot be an I-weight of F,, (IX as in Lemma 
6.13), and the same argument for i = 2 and x2 shows that (r&t + p) - p) j I is 
not an I-weight ofF, . This completes the proof in case n = 2. Q.E.D. 
In view of Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 5.6, our last result implies: 
THEOREM 6.15. LetjE{O ,..., n}, and assume ither that f is semisimple, or else 
that j # 0 and j # n. Let Fo E GA. Then the 3’K-homomorphism on the Ce9’- 
minimal K-type f$(y(FL)) of Fo (see Theorem 6.14) is given by 
Now allow the possibility that the smallest ideal of go containing Q, may be 
isomorphic to sI(2, R). Suppose that B is not semisimple, and recall the next-to- 
last Remark in Section 4. Let j = 0 (resp., n). It is easy to check (using for 
example the well-known branching laws describing K-mult(F, , Fo) for FK E KA 
and Fo E GA in this case) that the V&minimal K-type of Fo E GA exists, and 
in fact is FK7, where r E fR* is the unique extremal weight of Fo in %g” (resp., 
V,O). Combining this with Theorem 6.14, we can conclude: 
THEOREM 6.16. For every g-chamber V, C tR* and every Fo E G”, the V,- 
minimal K-type of Fo exists. 
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7. THE CASE OF ONE CONJUGACY CLASS OF CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS 
Let g,, be a noncompact, real semisimple Lie algebra with only one conjugacy 
class of Cartan subalgebras. Minimal K-type theory for the principal series and 
finite-dimensional representations of g,, is much easier than for the case of real 
rank one and two conjugacy classes treated above. We sketch the theory and 
state the results in this section. 
We first list the Lie algebras g,, under consideration. They are the products 
of compact semisimple Lie algebras with Lie algebras of the following types: 
(i) complex simple Lie algebras regarded as real; 
(ii) eu*(Z + 1) (I odd, I >, 3); 
(iii) so(21- 1, 1) (I 3 2); and 
(iv) the rank-two real form of e, whose restricted root system is of type 
A, . (See [8, Chapter IX] for the notation.) In cases (ii) and (iii), Z = rank go. 
Let go = I, @ a, @ n, be an Iwasawa decomposition of go, and define 
ma, I, , h,, and the complexifications g, I, a ,... as in Section 1. Take d, d, , 
bR 9 IR > 4,+ and d, to be the obvious analogues of the corresponding concepts 
in Section 1. Then d contains no real roots (i.e., roots vanishing on I), and I is a 
Cartan subalgebra of I. We have the m-Weyl chamber V, C la* associated with 
A ,,,+ . Let At C I* be the set of roots of f with respect to I. Then %7,,, is the 
union of the f-chambers in In* corresponding to the positive systems in At 
containing A,,,+. 
A f-chamber %‘r C Ia* and a g-chamber V9 C hR* are said to be compatible 
if (int %‘f) n (int %a) # o , with the symbolism having the same meaning as in 
Section 1. Every f-chamber is compatible with exactly one g-chamber, and the 
set of restrictions to I of the set of g-positive roots is precisely the set of f-positive 
roots. 
Define G, K, A, N, M, L and H as in Section 1. Then the general notions and 
definitions given in Section 1 concerning these groups carry over to the present 
context (for example, the concept of compatible (9, K)-module), and M is 
connected. For TV an L-integral element of I*, we define Fhlu E MA and FKu E K” 
in the obvious ways, and it is clear that 
M-mult(F,u,FXu) = 1 
(using obvious notation). The principal series modules X(F, , v) (FM E M^, 
v E a*) are defined just as in Section 1. Lemmas 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 hold here. 
DEFINITION. Let V be a compatible (%‘, K)-module, let 9?r be a f-chamber in 
la*, denote by A+(Vf) C At the associated positive system of f-roots, and let 
FK7 E K^ (T an L-integral element of %r). Then FK* is the minimal K-type of V if 
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(i) K-mult(F,T, V) = 1, and 
(ii) for every L-integral element (T E S+?f , K-mult(FKU, V) > 0 * (J - 7 
is a sum of f-roots in A+($?$, or equivalently, a sum of restrictions to I of 
positive g-roots associated with the unique g-chamber in lj* compatible with Vf . 
Remark. The notion of minimal K-type of V is clearly independent of 
the f-chamber Vf . 
The following analogue of Theorem 4.4 is immediate: 
THEOREM 7.1. Every principal series module X(F,@, V) I& an L-integral 
element of I*, v E a*) has a minimal K-type, namely, FKu. 
To compute the 3’K-homomorphism 7(X(IiMu, v), FK@) on the minimal K-type 
in X(F,,,,u, V) (cf. Section 5), we carry the notation and results of Section 5 to 
the present context and first note that exactly as in Proposition 5.2, 
+VM“, v), F,“) = PFK~,TMu,V: gK ---f C. 
Let Vf be a f-chamber in lR*, let nf be the corresponding sum of the positive 
root spaces off with respect to I, nf- the sum of the negative root spaces, and let 
Z, 9, Jv; and JV- be the universal enveloping algebras of f, I, nf and nf-, 
respectively. Then 
ST”=&--@Z@Jt/i 
= $P @ (Q-x + sftt,). 
The restriction to the centralizer YL of the corresponding projection of Z to 9 
is the well-known Harish-Chandra homomorphism 
CVf: 2-L 4 2, 
and we have ZL C 3 @ 3-q (cf. [I]). For p E I*, denote by [Ff: xL--+C 
the composition of [“f with the evaluation homomorphism at p. 
Let p be an L-integral element of Vf . Defining the homomorphism 
as in Section 5, we see that 
r(FKu, F$) = czf: ZM -+ C. 
DEFINITION. Writing CMA for the algebra of complex-valued functions on 
MA, we define a function 6: z+YM - CM* as follows: Let x E YM and let p E I* 
be L-integral. Then p lies in some f-chamber ‘%‘t C lR*. Define 8 by the condition 
S(x)(F,u) = 5rf(x) EC. 
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PROPOSITION 7.2. The map 8 is well-dejined (i.e., is independent of the choice 
of p defining F,,,/ and the choice of %?f containing CL), and is an algebra homomorphism. 
For all x E xM and FMu E MA (TV E I* an L-integral element), 
Q)(F,,‘? = @K“, FM“)@+ 
The proof is straightforward (cf. Proposition 5.5). 
DEFINITIONS. Define the homomorphism W: +YK --f & @ C”^ as follows: 
For FM E MA with extremal weight p E I*, and v E a*, define the homomorphism 
wFM,~* . gK + C by the condition 
wF,,,&) = w(+‘, FM) 
for all x E ‘SK; here d @ C al” is regarded in the natural way as an algebra of 
functions on a* x MA. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let FIM E MA with extremal weight p EI*, and let v E a*. 
Then the SK-homomorphism on the minimal K-type FK@ in the principal series 
module X(F,,,, , v) (see Theorem 7.1) is given by 
dX(FM y “),FK? = wF~,v. 
Again, the proof is immediate. 
Remark. It would be interesting to determine the kernel and image of w. 
To study minimal K-types and the phenomenon of complete multiplicity for 
finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules, we first note that Proposition 6.7 
and Corollary 6.8 have the following analogues, using obvious notation (cf. 
Remark (1) following Proposition 6.6): 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let FG E G” and FK E K”. Then 
K-mult(F, , Fo) < M-mult(y(F,), FK), 
and F, contains FK with complete multiplicity (i.e., equality holds) if for all cz E II’, 
FK does not contain a copy of (F~JA+‘)-“I1)*, where X E lj* is the highest weight 
of Fo*. 
COROLLARY 7.5. In the notation of Proposition 7.4, suppose that M-mult(y(F,), 
FK) = 1 and that for all 01 E II’, FK does not contain -(r&i + p) - p) 1 1 as an 
I-weight. Then K-mult(F, , Fo) = 1. 
481/51/I-14 
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Using Proposition 7.4 and the fact that d contains no real roots, we obtain 
by an easy modification of the proof of Theorem 6.10 the following analogue of 
that result (obtained originally in [13, Theorem 6.21): 
THEOREM 7.6. Let FG E GA and let F$,..., FKr E A’^. Then there exists 
FG’ E GA such that y(F,‘) = y(Fo) and Fo‘ contains FK1,..., FKr with complete 
multiplicity. 
Here is the minimal K-type theorem for finite-dimensional irreducible 
G-modules: 
THEOREM 7.7. Let FG E GA, and let p E I* be an extremal weight of y(FG). Then 
K-mult(F,“, FL.) 7 M-mult(y(F,), FKu) = 1, 
and FKU is the minimal K-type of Fo . 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.14, what we must show is that 
K-mult(F,“, Fo) = 1. 
Let h E lj* be the highest weight of FG *. By Corollary 7.5, it is enough to prove 
that for all 01 E 17’, FKU does not contain -(r,(h + p) - p) 1 I as an I-weight. 
Here we depart from the method used in the proof of Theorem 6.14. 
We have 
-(~a@ + p) - P) I I = -(A / I - (W,) + lb I I). 
Call this element pa . We know that the scalar product (h / I, h / I) = (p, p). 
However, 
(pm ,A) = (A I 1, A I 1) + GVcJ + l)(a: I 1, ((Nh,) + lb - 24 I I), 
and the second term on the right is a positive multiple of 
(a I I, ((W,) + lb - 2h) I 1) = (E I I, 01 I I) + @,)(a I I, 01 I I) - 2(a I I, h I I>. (*> 
Let 0 be the involution of Ij* which is 1 on a* and - I on I*. Since no roots of g 
with respect o Ij lie in a*, we know that the angle between a and a 1 I = &(IX - u(a)) 
is r/4. Hence 
and so 
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Write A as h 1 I + X i a, so that (A, a) = (A j I, cy. j I) + (A / a, 01 j a), and 
(A, a) - 2(h / I, cd / I) = (h 1 a, a: / a) - (A / 1, Ly. / I). 
If we can show that this quantity is nonnegative, then we will have shown that 
(*) is positive, hence that 
and thus that pn cannot be a weight of F,*, as desired. But 
(A I a, 01 I a) = (A I a, $(a + ~(a))) 
x (A I a, u(4), 
since (A 1 a, a) = (A 1 a, a(a)); and 
(A I I, 01 I I) = (A I 1, i(a - u(4)> 
= -(A I 1, u(4), 
since (A / I, a) = (A I 1, -~(a)). Hence 
(A I a, 01 I a) - (A I L 01 I 1) = (4 u(4), 
and this is nonnegative since X is dominant (with respect to A,) and u(a) E A+ . 
Q.E.D. 
By Lemma 1.3 and Theorems 7.3 and 7.7, we have (cf. Theorem 6.15): 
THEOREM 7.8. Let F, E GA. Then the 3’K-homomorphism on the minimal 
K-type FKu of FG (p E I* an extremal weight of y(FG)) is given by 
4Fc >FK? = %(FG).dFG) . 
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